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Worship Him Power Lite Edition

What's New in the Worship Him Power Lite Edition?

Worship Him Power Edition is a software application
whose purpose is to help you create religious video
presentations that can be projected on multiple monitors.
Although it comes bundled with many dedicated
parameters, it sports a clean and straightforward layout.
The program gives you the possibility to project Bible
verses and religious song lyrics, perform search
operations, as well as select the Bible chapter, source,
version, and verse. What’s more, you can create a cue list,
specify the playing order, edit the information included in
the religious lyrics, import data from a valid URL, add
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pictures (e.g. BMP, JPEG, GIF), as well as embed
PowerPoint presentations. Other important features worth
mentioning are represented by the possibility to hide or
reveal logos, insert macro files, show on every slide the
title, author, and copyright data for each song, as well as
insert various transitions (e.g. Fade In or Out, Wipe,
Scroll). Worship Him Power Edition enables you to
attach text messages after the desired line, announcement
titles, and messages (e.g. banner, box, Flash), upload
videos (e.g. AVI, MPG, FLV, MOV) and songs (e.g.
WAV, MP3, ASF, WMA), import data from DVDs or
CDs, as well as launch other utilities or documents.
During our testing we have noticed that the tool carries
out a task quickly, and without errors throughout the
entire process. However, it eats up CPU and memory, so
the overall performance of the computer may be
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hampered. As a conclusion, Worship Him Power Edition
offers a decent feature pack for helping you create
religious projections, and is suitable for all types of users,
regardless of their experience level. Worship Him Power
Edition is a software application whose purpose is to help
you create religious video presentations that can be
projected on multiple monitors. Although it comes
bundled with many dedicated parameters, it sports a clean
and straightforward layout. The program gives you the
possibility to project Bible verses and religious song
lyrics, perform search operations, as well as select the
Bible chapter, source, version, and verse. What’s more,
you can create a cue list, specify the playing order, edit
the information included in the religious lyrics, import
data from a valid URL, add pictures (e.g. BMP, JPEG,
GIF), as well as embed PowerPoint presentations. Other
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important features worth mentioning are represented by
the possibility to hide or reveal logos, insert macro files,
show on every slide the title, author, and copyright data
for each song, as well as insert various transitions (e.g.
Fade In or Out, Wipe, Scroll). Worship Him Power
Edition enables you to attach text messages after the
desired line, announcement titles, and messages (e.g.
banner, box, Flash), upload videos (e.g. AVI
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows Vista SP1/XP SP3/2000/2003
SP1 Processor: 2.0 GHz Pentium Memory: 1 GB RAM
Memory: 1
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